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WEAR PRODUCTS - CERAMIC TILE & CUTTER

CERAMIC TILE
Ceramic liners provide long-lasting solutions to the problems caused by abrasive wear and corrosion in a
variety of hostile environments. Our Alumina ceramic linings will outlast lower grade materials commonly used
to line or protect processing and material handling equipment by factors of 3 to 15 times.

HEX CERAMIC TILE

PLAIN CERAMIC TILE
CALL

1/4" x 4" x 4"



1/4" x 4" x 6"



FULL PALLET PRICING
1/4" x 4" x 6"



1/2" x 1" x 4"

CALL

1/2" x 4" x 4"

CALL

1/2" x 4" x 6"





FULL PALLET PRICING
1/4" x 6" x 6"



1/2" x 6" x 6"



WELDABLE CERAMIC TILE
1/4" x 4" x 6"



1/2" x 2" x 6"

CALL

1/2" x 4" x 6"



Please call for pricing on colored tiles - PINK TILES NOW AVAILABLE.
In the Rice Handling Market, colored high aluminum oxide wear tiles are most commonly utilized for optical sorting
equipment and in applications that separate desireable material from undesirable.

WHITE RTV SILICONE ADHESIVE TUBE
(EACH TUBE COVERS ~ 1.5 ft²) 24/case



DURALL 10 2-PART EPOXY
(1/16" THICK LAYER COVERS 30 ft² )



Tomecanic Supercut Tile Cutter
The quickest way to cut ceramic tile is by using a hand tile cutter.

General Features
Cuts porcelain, floor tile, mosaics, and other materials.
Nine ball bearings in the cutting head allow for super accurate and easy scoring.

MODEL 6165
24" CUTTER


Large breaker and spring loaded pads for easy snapping of tile.
Push ceramic tile cutters are designed to score fired clay ceramic tiles that are glazed.
Stone, fully vitrified porcelain tiles, and some types of unglazed clay tiles may also be cut with this type of cutter.
Breaking System Lever produces 2500 lbs of pressure when splitting tiles with powerful multipoint seperator.
Single rail guide will not flex when breaking porcelain tile in the center of the tile.
Cutting head slides easily on self-lubricating bearings.
Breaking pads are mounted on springs for better shock absorption and does not trap tile debris.
Cut-out under breaking pads allows for tile cuttings to fall on floor for easy cleaning.
Allows thick materials to be easily cut.
For L cut's or electrical outlet cut-out you will need a quality wet saw to make these types of cuts.

Tomecanic 7/8" Tungsten Carbide Replacement Cutting Wheel
Part # 118/3 Tungsten Carbide Replacement Cutting Wheel:
Carbide wheel gives easier, deeper scoring on harder tile and stays sharp longer.
7/8" wheel fits Super Cut 2000 series tile cutters.
22mm Dia x 6mm Inside Dia x 5mm Thick.
The tungsten-carbide wheel is extremely durable.
Replacing the wheel on a cutter returns performance to original condition.
Replacement bolt & nut supplied with wheel.



WEAR PRODUCTS - CERAMIC TILE & CUTTER

1/4" x 1" x 4"

SPOUTS
LEGS
DUST CONTROL SYSTEMS
ELBOWS
CHUTES
SCREW CONVEYORS
SCREW FLIGHTS
TRANSITIONS
CYCLONES
BINS/HOPPERS
DRAG CONVEYORS
DIVERTER BOXES

1/4" x 6" x 6"

